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Another tip off was the large shipments of
'Cafe la Semeuse" to the bookstore. In
addition, the curtain in the center of the
once-airpla- ne hangar Werthheimer had
become a permanent fixture in the building.
Security and safety has been patrolling the
site ever since.
It was discovered that on his walks the
president passed off Ann, his loyal
companion, to Dean of Housing Stewart
FitzGibbon m behind the football field
concession stand. PJ. then proceeded to the
eastern half of the field house. Slipping
inside after the president, our faithful reporter
discovered that the building has been
returned to its original purpose, now housing
Jordan's private Lear Jet
Stealthily boarding the craft, thereporter
discovered the president conversing in rapid
New Yoick with a contact in the John Gotti
drug ring, planning a rendezvous at his estate
in Bolivia. Although assistant to the president
Mary Ende had him scheduled for fund-raisi- ng
appearances in Washington D.C.,
where he was to meet with former mayor,
Marion Barry. Also scheduled were stops at
the University of Virginia, where the
president was to give an address on Greek
Unclaimed Herman House fGoes Deke'
In what at first seemed an
uncharacteristic spirit of benevolence and
good will, Stewart Fitzgibbons, in a plea for
a final request from President Jordan and the
College, has demanded that the unclaimed
Herman House be given to the Delta Kappa
Epsilon fraternity.
Stu requested that this housing change
be in put in effect for the 1992-199- 3 school
year, and that it remain in effect indefinitely.
President Jordan's first reaction to the
proposal was, "Why don't we just draw up
a contract, sell it to them , and then just kick
them out at a later date, if we feel like it?
That plan seems to always have worked in
the past?"
Stu however felt the need to do
something speciaTfor the group he came to
know as "my boys."
Fitzgibbons was quoted as saying "I
always felt so dam bad for those boys. They
should be allowed to 'reclaim their space'
too. It's not just those marching women that
have been violated. Do you know that those
poor boys can't even destroy their lounge
and plunder their hallways in peace anymore?
Ex-circulat- ion manager of The Voyeur
Hilary Davis has oftened complained of
being oppressed by independents in his
artistic endeavor to re-uphol- ster the DKE
lounge furniture.
"I don't see how those independents can
deny me this mode of self expression. I'm a
pretty stressful guy, and this kind of activity
is a therapeutic release that helps to keep me
relaxed."
Stu feels it's about time the College
starts giving back to an organization that is
continuously giving to them.
"After all, my boys provide hours of
cost free entertainment for the inhabitants of
Bushnell and Manning. Where else can you
see televisions, fish tanks, (Name some more
things)plunge four stories and culminate in
an explosion of shattering
Also without my shorn-heade- d flock
from the West Wing, freshmen girls wouldn't
have much of a social life. Dave Stevensen
is a valuable asset to the Admissions staff;
he alone, is responsible for providing
entertainment for 30 plus freshmen girls.
Who knows, without Dave they might have
transferred."
Stu also pointed out to President Jordan
that there are some practical aspects to his
proposal as well.
First-of- f Herman House seems the
perfect housing solution for those ever-shrinkin-g,
all-inclus- ive
Ex-Lamb- da boys.
Because if as projected, their current rate of
2--3 pledges per year continues, by the year
'94 the eight man Herman House will be the
perfect size.
The DKE's are pleased about Stu's
proposal. One member responded to the
news by saying, "President Jordan is a pirate
if he doesn't go for it."
The DKE's give many reasons for their
approval ofBig Daddy Stu's plan. They feel
it will be an easy and welcome relocation,
because as one DKE said "The Herman
House has always kind of been our home
away from home. I guess now the only
difference is we just won't have that long
walk back in the morning." Several DKE's
nodded their heads in agreement
Logistically as well the Herman House
is perfect for the DKE's. One DKE thought
it was a great idea because it would keep him
in close contact with the majority of his
friends who live in Watson. "I always felt
pretty alienated living way down South,
when all my really close friends live up here
in Watson. Sure I had the status of living in
"the wing" but honestly what's that worth
these days?"
life, and New York City, where he was to
interview John DeLorean for a possible
honorary degree in Chemistry.
His wife, Sheila, says that, "this explains
Phil's frequent violent mood swings!"
Adding, "he really had me snowed. He was
always the rock of the family."
As a result, the ARA budget will be
returned to its former elegance, providing
candy, fresh herbs, and tea for all the students
onaregular basis. DeanStewart FitzGibbon
will be transferred into the Witness Protection
In a bizarre twist of fate, Chaplain Foster
ran Lenny Gordan over with his scooter last
Tuesday at approximately 5:06pm.
Gordon, director of IPHS, was
discovered in front of Timberlake House
clutching a copy of Jane Eyre mumbling,
"Did you get the plates of that scooter?"
Security had a mystery here, and one they
were determined to solve swiftly. Their only
clues were the large fish indentation Gordon
now had on his forehead, and the fact that
eyewitnesses saw the red scooter putt away
i
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Why do you care?
Tuition Increase Discovered Up President Jordan's Nose
By Snow White
In a news-breaki- ng discovery, The
Voyeur's crack investigative reporting staff
has learned that the recently announced
tuition increase will go to support President
Phil Jordan's out-- of --control drug habit The
Observer thought that it had blown Jordan's
cover with its article stating that the increase
was being used to pay for increases in faculty
and administration salaries, but The Voyeur,
nosing about between the lines, uncovered
the truth. "It's the last straw for the
administration," said one reliable connection
in the faculty. "This whole thing smacks of
entrapment," said another. "I think the
Observer has all our offices wired."
Reportedly for the past several years
Jordan has been funneling monies into his
failing cartel in Bolivia. Attempting to
cover the discrepancies, the college tried
unsuccessfully to pass off the expenses as
breakage from ARA, resulting in the $40,000
charge and subsequent cutbacks in services.
Suspicions arose when editors noticed
that President Jordan was spending
voluminous amounts of time off campus
and "walking his dogs. (Yeah, right!)"
Program at the end of the academic year.
The Voyeur's exclusive contacts in the
Federal Bureau of Investigation say that he
will be relocated toWooster College. Jordan
himself has released his resignation from
the College in a statement read by a
spokesman today in Sucre, Bolivia.
According to the release, Jordan will not be
returning to Kenyon, since he will face
extortion, smuggling and murder charges in
relation to the activities of the ring operating
out of Cromwell Cottage.
Chaplain Accidentally Runs Over Rabbi
with Chaplain Foster on it. Security, using
their extraordinary mental resources could
not piece together the puzzle left behind by
the mystery man.
Gordon was rushed to the hospital by
Security, where he was treated for mild
bruises, and the fish tattoo on his forehead
was surgically removed.
Being stumped as to who the reckless
driver of that red scooter ofdeath could have
been Security quickly returned to the scene
of the crime. After a scouring of the site for
clues the crack team turned up a old can of
Colt.45 beer, a grungy mouthguard, a Bible
with Chaplain Foster's name in it, and a
chewed pencil. Security, believing they had
found a piece of evidence overlooked by
campus security, started analysis on the
pencil imediately.
Chemical tests proved the fact thatEllen
Mankoff, also of IPHS staff was the owner
of that pencil and was quickly put under
arrest Just as Ellen was being slipped into
the paddy wagon screaming, "I would never
run Lenny over with a scooter, perhaps a
Mac truck, but never a scooter" Chaplain
Foster turned himself in.
Chaplain Foster during interrogation
later that day did admit, "I was going at
excessive speed, almost pushing 15 miles
per hour." Upon further questioning it was
revealed that "I was riding around campus
see CRAZED CHAPLAIN page two
Padded Resume Leads to Penalty
Last month President of B6n, Bryan
Alexander Olson was taken into police
custody for resume fraud. Olson was caught
by the U.S. Senate who found his false
resume along with an employment appli-
cation and other documents from the defunct
Lincoln Savings and Loan organization.
Among the faked activities listed on the
resume were President of the Committee to
Celebrate the Bicentennial of the Bill of
Rights, and Editor-in-Chi- ef of the non-
existent Kenyon Journal.
Olson claims to have sponsored lectures,
debates and essay contests in honor of the
Bicentennial at Kenyon College, however
nobody seems to remember participating in
any of these events.
Olson failed to bring forth any evidence
of the afore mentioned events.
Ex-girlfrie-
nd Joyce Tecson was asked
to testify on Olson's behalf; however she
declined saying,, "it's not my job to protect
his reputation."
In fact, only one witness could be
produced to corroborate any of Olson's
"Bicentennial activities."
Eric Lawrence Alexander, secretary of
B6n, and fellow member of the supposed
"Bicentennial Committee," attempted to
testify on Olson's behalf.
However, Alexander's testimony was
stricken form the record after he was held in
contempt of court for responding to the
judge's request that he use fewer words in
his sentences by retorting: "Just because you
liberal bastards are all simpletons, do you
expect me to degenerate to your inferior
plateau of dialectic competency, thus
compromising my innately preeminent
intellect"
Olson, realizing that his case was futile,
changed his plea to guilty. And in a moving
address, issued a plea of mercy to the jury
and confessed that not only were the activities
falsified with an intent to mislead future
employers, but they were adesperate attempt
on Olson's behalf to 'seduce' more of those
status hungry Theta's.
Ii i;
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Don't Trample on Tradition
To soma, the Kenyon seal deep-s- et in the floor of Peirce's foyer is barely
noticeable. But for many it is a revered part of Kenyon tradition, one so important, in
fact that a sole picketer has taken up residence on College Park Boulevard. This
crusader has become a spokesman in a campaign that he calls "Don't Trample on
Tradition " in which he asserts the golden-lik- e seal should be completely avoided by us
guys and gals, rather than stepped on.
This frat boy deserves thesupport of the entire community. It is abonimable that
he is still alone as the protector of one of the last bastions of sacred small-Episcopal-midwestern-liberal-arts-c- ollege
tradition. It is a symbol of the integrity and strength
from which so many of our lords and ladies draw inspiration n their long, hard, but
prosperous struggle for the American Dream.
Yet others are completely disrespectful to this, our college seal. The way that these
Insensitive ingrates walk through Peirce with their heads in the clouds and scuff its
sentimental shine is what drove this masked man to his lone 24-ho- ur vigil. (It is another
sad commentary on the State of affairs here that the man must mask himselfbecause he
is afraid of further persecution.)
The seal is more than just another piece of stone tile, or the architect's crowning
- glory. It embodies what Kenyon means to all of us, and is more meaningful because of
the length oftime it has lasted. Hundreds and hundreds of hardy Kenyon men, and some
ladies, too, have veered around the seal out of reverence. The noodles at the Voyeur
believe that the apathetic masses who have lost respect for something so steeped in
tradition are just one more complaint to add to the list ofproblems that make this school
decay with age, instead of ripen, like a good bottle of wine.
Cheers to the anonymous Greek who waits alone, one foot anchored in the past,
trying as hard he can to pull the rest of us back to the glory days when Kenyon was what
it should always be. A rich tradition, exemplified most by the sight so common now
as in years past A young man, books in handbundles his coat around him in Peirce
Quad and braces his back against the snowy wind. As he trudges across campus against
a backdrop of gothic architecture. The bells ring out behind him their never-endin- g
chime of Kokosing Farewell.
How to Really Fuck With Your Roommate
- Twitch a lot.
- S teal a fishtank. Fill it with beer and dump
sardines in it. Talk to them.
- Speak in tongues.
- Walk and talk backwards.
- Spend all your money on Transformers.
Play with them at night If your roommate
says anything, tell himher with a straight
face, "They're more than meets the eye."
- Get a computer. Leave it on when you are
not using it Turn it off when you are.
- Buy as many back issues of Field and
Stream as you can. Pretend to masturbate
while reading them.
- Smile. All the time.
- Burn all your waste paper while eying your
roommate suspiciously.
- Hide a bunch of potato chips and Ho Hos
in the bottom of a trash can. When you get
hungry, root around in the trash. Find the
food, and eat it. If your roommate empties
the trash before you get hungry, demand
that she reimburse you.
- Pray to Azazoth or Zoroaster. Sacrifice
something nasty.
- Whenever your roommate walks in, wait
one minute and then stand up. Announce
that you are going to take a shower. Do
so. Keep this up for three weeks.
- Array thirteen toothbrushes of different
colors on your dresser. Refuse to discuss
them.
- Shave one eyebrow.
- Put your mattress underneath your bed.
Sleep down under there and pile your
dirty clothes on the empty bedframe. If
your roommate comments, mutter "Gotta
save space," twenty times while twitching
violently.
- Shelve all your books with the spines
facing the wall. Complain loudly that you
can never find the book that you want
- Give himher an allowance.
- Listen to radio static.
- Open your window shades before you go to
sleep each night Close them as soon as
you wake up.
- Put "Helter Skelter" by the Beades on
infinite repeat on your CD player.
- Whenever your roommate starts to talk to
you, say, "wait a minute". Then, take out
a tape recorder. Record all of your
conversations with them. Play your favorite
passages back often, while offering
commentary on their performance.
- Chew on the carpet
- Open the window. Stick your head out.
Look around. Close the window. Repeat
every two minutes for one hour. Deny that
anything unusual is going on.
- Leave a mint on hisher pillow every
morning after they make their bed.
- Pretend to have Turets syndrome.
- Dealphabetize things.
- Use a tape measure to discover your
roommate's head size.
- Buy Play-d- o. Perform voodoo rituals with
it ,
- S hout "It can ' t be the drugs, I haven ' t taken
any."
- Play with Jello. Use a feather duster andor
Cuisinart as needed.
- Dip coffee.
- Aerobicize. At 4:00 AM.
- Walk on the ceiling.
- Pretend to be a Stealth bomber. Make
airplane noises. Make machinegun sounds.
Drop bombs. Mime wings. Tell your
roommate, "You can't see me."
- Constantly adjust the thermostat
- Turn all furniture in the room upside down.
When your roommate asks what happened,
say, "It fell".
- Change your name. Refuse to respond to
the old one. Make himher guess what the
new one is.
- Hold seances. Exhibit paranormal powers.
- Display a bust of Nietzsche.
- Have a cookout. Indoors.
- Keep telling them the same joke. Never
reach the punchline.
- Put a welcome mat at your bedside.
- Repeat each sentence as many times as
there are words in the sentence. Accent a
different word each time around.
- Explode.
Women's Rugby: Same Record as Field
Hockey, But No Sticks, No Articles! !!!!!!
ATTACKS ON THE EDITOR
WithaWaveoftheMagicWand,SCGomesThrough
To the Editor:
In exchange for all of the sucking up
that you have done this year (great job, by
the way; Katie was really impressed), it is
our pleasure to inform you that you have
received almost all of the money you asked
for in your budget for next year.
We had to make a few alterations,
however, because we felt that you just weren't
completely faithful to the sacred process of
budget making, especially in this, our year
ofrecession. We know that youll understand.
First of all, we had to cut the alcohol
dinner allotment. We understand that your
Wednesday nights are long and lonely up
there in the Tower, but we couldn't really let
you exceed the Observer's fooddrug budget
of $15,000. After all, we have to rely on
someone for a small amount of coherency
every week.
Secondly, although we do know how
much you depend on your hi-te- ch computer
equipment (even if we don't understand how
it works), you absolutely may not have 10
new "trashy" Macs for next year. We've
allotted you VAX terminals instead (SS was
Bob Calco Explains His
To the Editor
You know, I just wanted to let you
know about the change I've recently made in
my life. It means a lot to me, even though it
doesn't really seem like much to all of you.
I feel like a new person, and I want to share
it with everyone.
Just the other day, I went to the library
because I couldn't think of anything else to
do, and I went down to the AV department
and rented a few videos. I didn'tknow which
ones to get, but the nice girl behind the
counter said she would choose for me, and I
got two lectures that for some reason I didn't
hear about I guess I was too busy writing
you noodles all those letters! Ha!
Anyway, the first one I saw was a really
long tape of this bearded guy reading poetry.
He did some singing too, and there were
these two huge daisies on the stage with him.
I'm not sure that I really understood what he
meant, (and during a couple of the songs, I
very happy to comply), and you'll just have
to make do. It shouldn't be that hard, right?
We did, however, add $50 so that you
could print our minutes every week. Next
year's secretary has promised to do a better
job, and has even mentioned bringing a tape
recorder so she doesn't miss anything
important Maybe you could print it instead
of your opinion page? (Since we probably
agree on most stuff anyway...)
One more thing-wo- uld you please take
your poster-size- d picture of Dieter down off
of your office wall? It kind of makes us
nauseous. Thanks.
Love,
All your friends in government
Student Council
Editor's Note: Hey thanks, folks. And
while we're thanking people, our managing
editors really want to thank you for the work
you did on the housing lottery this year.
They said to let you know to feel free to drop
by their humble abodes anytime next year,
just down the hill from Peirce....
New Glow to All of Us
have to admit I was a little wary), but I just
got this warm feeling all over. I had a smile
on my face. Happy, happy, joy, joy!
And the second one I saw was not quite
as crowded, but just as fun. There was this
absolutely gorgeous woman lecturing. I tried
to listen carefully, but she was just so cute!
She was talking about women participating
in society, and hey, I decided that I won't
knock something unless I try it Anyway,
people seemed to like what she said. They
gotall riled up, and if I do know anything, it's
that I like excitement
So I'm not sure ifall this means anything;
I just got this urge to tell everyone, and I
knew you all were the place to come for
publicity! I'm sorry I was so down on your
opinions earlier this year, but never fear. I'm
turning over a new leaf, and 111 be much
more optimistic. Thanks.
Peace and love in humanity,
Bob Calco, Aquarius
On a more serious note the Collegian staff would like to thank the following people for
all of their help and support during this past yean
Amy Aldous, Director of Student Activities and Organizations
Michael Matros, Collegian Advisor, Mentor and last, but not least College News
Director.
Katie Cooper, Student Council Treasurer-- Good Luck and have fun in Vienna next
year!!!!
Special thanks to Tom Truax and all the people at Truax printing in Loudonville for
helping us out and dealing with our erratic deadline schedules.
To the women in the Herman House: Thanks for dealing with me and all my Collegian
stress. Special thanks to those of you who acted as Collegian phone receptionists and fill
in circulation managers at home.
The Kenyon Voyeur
Editor-in-Chie- f: Leona
Managing Editors: One of the Girls, Big Kover
News Editor: Deep Thoughts
Perspective Editor: The Assassin
Features Editors: Way ahead of all of us. Vogue
Sports Editor: Pinnochio, The Phantom, Rhino
Photography Editor: Flash
Business Manager: The Frenchman
Advertising Manager: Midas
Circulation Managers: Tweedle Dec, Tweedle Dum, Happy, Sleepy, Dopey, Hilary,
Sneezy, Grumpy, Doc, Bashful, Crash, Bon, Patience, (and sometimes Mensch.)
Plebes: Annoying, Grating, Off-the-Wa- ll, Analthe Four Musketeers
Editorial Board: The Hung Jury
The Kenyon Voyeur is published every Thursday while the College is in session, except
when we really don't feel like putting out. The views expressed definitely do not reflect the
views of Kenyon College. Yearly subscriptions are $200; checks should be made out to
Student Council. If you really want to disagree with us we accept letters to the Editor, which
may be submitted through the VAX. or sent to the Kenyon Voyeur, Gund Commons
Gambier. OH 43022.
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continued from page one other side ot tne roaa i wouia nave swerve
as usual when out of nowhere Lenny walks and aimed for something else, maybe a
right into the road with his nose in a book. Freshman."
There was a cat on the other side of the road, Chaplain Foster had his hands lightly
and I had to choose between running Lenny slapped for wreckless scootenng, and was
over or the cat I think you know what my issued a warning by Sheriff Bob, who had
desicion was." When asked whether this been at the Deli eating a donut as this all was
was premeditated Chaplain Foster replied, taking place.
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Overheard and Underhanded
" Hey there girls, broads...." -- Greg Melville
"I prefer 'Chics' thank you very much." Susan Luce
Tm going to have to put it up my butt, and publish that"-A- my Kover
"Thelma and Louise Come to Life." Ryan Helft in response to "Take Back the
Night."
"I usually jump on writers." Kris in Hamley
"You actually gave them your name?!!!" Kenzie Young in response to Tamar's
frantic plea to security requesting the removal of the third floor bat
" is from New Orleans...."
"Yeah that's where all the black people are." April Garrett
"I always thought woodchucks were birds." Sara Joyce
"Buffalo Gap, South Dakota is a town of about four streets, and I got lost."
--Dave Whiting
"Call Doris Shesbitt Dave."
"Shesbitt? You mean like Mork from Ork?"
"No you must mean Nanoo-Nanoo- "
"No I mean ShazbotL I never actually saw the show I just played the board game."
--Conversation between Dave Allan and Tamar Gargle
"Men are genuinely less intelligent than women."-M- att Schwab
"I'd work for a democrat" --David Whiting
"On the first day of Christmas Professor Shutt gave to me... I don't even want to think
about what I want him to give me."Amy Kover
"You know this table says Kenyon Collegian underneath it?- "- Tamar from the floor
of the office.
Tm so good at tombstoning just call me King Tut"-A- my Kover
"Yeah, Kathy can lactate at will."
"Really?"-Sa- ra Joyce after Kathy Harrison was shot in the chest in Peirce at the
commencement of the "Killer " game.
Tm screwing my room ate later though."-A- my Kover
--WcD, this is off the record, buL. Tm thinking of joining the Jesuits or the Priesthood
of some sort But I don't want word to get out it might ruin my social life.. .Actually
put that down. Maybe someone will find the urge to corrupt me.
"---
Mark Vacha
"Dance with me, motherfucker, 'cause you're a drunkard" --goz
"It's just like Sesame St except with beer." --Amy King
Crazed Chaplain "No, no...if there wasn't an animal on the
Zuckerberg Revealed as Left-Win- g TVaitor
In a shocking discovery, The Voyeur
discovered that Josh Zuckerberg, founder of
Kenyon's ACLU chapter is secretly working
for the Republican National Party while
simultaneously freelancing for the Natioanl
Review. Apparently he and William F.
Buckley Jr. have forged a very close
relationship in the past years.
It was discovered that the recent article
in The National Review,"WhyPatBuchanan
Should be President?" allegedly written by
Thurston Howell in was by Zuckerberg.
This is not the first time he has used that
crafty pseudonym. Apparently, Zuckerberg
created the Kenyon chapter of the ACLU in
order to infiltrtae the traditionally left-win- g
organization with conservative ideals.
His fellow apartment mates at A-- 4 are
truly shocked. Big Al Kriney says "I should
have known it though, when I saw Josh
paging through that Brooks Brothers
catalogue last week." Zuckerberg starts his
position with the party in June and his
marriage to Suzanne "Sissy" Bradford
Thurston will be announced in July. She is
registered at Neiman-Marcu- s.
AKE Going Out of Business Sale!
Due to our low pledge classes of the past few years we
will be selling our most valued assets in order to throw
one last bash. On sale Sunday May 10 outside the wing
we will auction off the following items:
--The AKE table at Peirce Hall located across
from those zany Thetas
-- Twelve gross of lubricated AKE condoms -
-- Two floors in the historic West Wing
-- Free shuttle from the Cove to South Lot,
chauffeured by Neil Ivey
-- Spacious green shack located ott exclusive
Kokosing Drive s
Performance Art:
Mike Donova- n- "Larger Than Life: Impersonations ofMyself
Mark A-x- "Live SafeSex Act" in conjunction with Bettie Teasley
Ann Kelle-y- "Ameoba Water Ballet" bring microscope
Studio Art:
Moss Freedma- n- "Play-do- h Spatula Figures; A Reinterperetation"
Hillsman Heat- h- 'The Stick Figure Explored"
Laura Gilke- y- "Finger Painting ofTrojan Gods" in conjunction
with Bettie Teasley
Karen Ruth Heaty and Franklin E.W. Stale-y- Variations in peeled
acrylic paint "Yuppies in Love"
Bettie Teasle-y- Condom ballon art "Cumming ofAge"
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Overheard,
"We have enough guys in this school who are story tellers, Idon't think we need to bring
anymore in".--Am- y Kover.
"my brother and his woman.. .oops"
-- Kelley R. Ragland
"This game IBM SimCity is better than sex."
Matthew Schwab '93
"All we pay is insertion! ! ".Dave Allan
"Have you seen Mike Donovan?"-Sc- ott Leder.wasted, to Mike Donovan at a AKE party.
These to events, and a couple of technical ones, led to an increase in innovation. And
some new ideas, some innovations were bad ideas and others forced banks to change,
when ever something is forcing something else to change, there is usually pain involved,
this was no different
--Bobbo, on very little sleep, during fall finals...
"He's crazed what a fucking loon!" -- Dave Whiting '93 on David Horowitz, former
60s radical, brought to Kenyon by the Observer
"He was way out in left, uh... right field."
--Matt Schwab, also talking about David Horowitz
"Who's Dave?- "- Jen Bartlett
"Dave, are you going to keep dying your hair blonde? What, didn't you bleach it?"
Amy Kover on the occasion of Diamond Dave's Haircut 10791.
"I love carrots. You can do so many fun things with them.- "- Hilary Vonckx
"If he's got a penis there must be something wrong with him."-Ken- zie Young
"David Duke did not turn me on at all." April Garrett
"I'm male and 21. Even the pirate's ass looks good to me now." Chris Comus at the
Cove.
"These two idiots standing out on the lawn."Dave Allan in reference to the Renaissance
Man and Woman.
"I thought so."-J- en Bartlett in response to the alarming news that turtles do actually have
fur on the inside of their shells.
"I've been in love with you for four years,
. .
(Insert name of female member
of the Class '92)Scott Leder, drunk at the Cove, drunk at Weaver, drunk at .
"Isn't he dead yet?" -- Meredith Cronan, about Mr. Rogers.
"I used to want to be Medusa." --Paige Shalter
"Leave me alone. I'm networking"Ted Holder
"But it's not always horizontal..." Dave Allan
"Bart Simpson is cool. Floral is not."Kate Weiser on toga fashions.
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The Delta Phi Fraternity and Women's Network are co-sponsor- ing a pornographic film
festival to be held in the D-P- hi lounge located in the basement of Hannah. Refreshments
will be provided by Women's Network, and a discussion group, mediated by Harry Clor and
Harry Brod will be held in Crozier Center directly following the festival.
Below, Professors Clor and Brod, preview the festival entries.
They Came at Midnight
In watching this film, I suddenly became
aware of the strife felt by the middle class
worker in modem rural America. This movie
enrapts you in its subtle yet witty plot based
around two perky teens, "Roc"and "Vixen."
The interplay of these two in combination
with stunning cinematography plunges the
viewer into the pysche of a teen on the edge.
Roc's character is aggressive, forceful, and
wanton. Vixen's character is an obvious
metaphor for a distraught America try ing to
stand tall in a bleak global economy.
This film succeeds in captivating the
entire audience. After previewing the film
several times senior Vonnie Lynn sums up
the film's engaging effect , "I thought it was
facinating, it made me laugh, it made me
cry, it made me all hot and bothered. Did you
know I'm an extreme feminist?"
White Men Can't Hump
This extended-lengt- h feature film, a
favorite of SupremeCourt justice Clarence
Thomas and his protege Derrelle Janey
explores the cultural stereotypes surrounding
the size of male genitalia.
Dave Morgan's wide angle lens
beautifully captures this throbbing drama,
which traces the nocturnal missions of two
young men. Peter "Pinky" Small and Neil
"Kness" Johnson, explore the implications
of living in a society where male identities
are inextricably linked with the formation
and performance of their penes.
This epic piece is a sure fire hit at the
box office. Its piercingcultural commentary
will probe the dark spaces of the thinking
man's consciousness and its deep and moving
plot will engage even the most passive of
audiences.
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TOP 10 ACTIVITIES THAT WOULD LOOSEN KENYON UP
10. Change Psychology comps to Roschart Ink Blot tests.
9. Every Tuesday in the KC: Tom Jegla Live!
8. New bookstore theft policy - not only do you have to check your book bag at the door,
but your clothes as well.
7. Two words: London Broil (Ohsorry. that's open Kenyon up)
6. ARA workers line up the spanking machine for everyone's 21st birthday
5. Switch Phi-Ka- p, DKE letters-th- en take yearbook picture.
4. Secret committee finds out that Harry Brod is not only the Hair Club President-h- e's also
a client!
3. Kokes open Spring concert with melody of Englebert Humperdink.
2. The Cove blows up-a- nd is replaced with a real bar.
1
. Poly Sci Defense strategies requirementreplaced with best 2 of 3 in Electronic Battleship
TOP TEN REASONS TO DRINK AT THE COVE
10. Large 2 and 4 person tables create a special friendship atmosphere.
9. Diverse music selection
8. Corrigan brothers wit and charm keeps it packed.
7. Two words: Friendly service.
6. Crowds at the V.I. just too overbearing
5. Dirk
4. Where else can you find the whole freshman class drunk?
3. DKE
2. Chance to chat with the two pillars of the athletic departmen- t- Dave Diggs and
Coach P.
1. It's not just the best bar in town it's the only bar in town.
TOP TEN ARTICLES BOBBY VOTH WANTED TO
SUBMIT TO THE VOYEUR
10. Voth's Almost-Olympi- c Experience
9. Jeffrey Dahmer Recipe Book
8. Ten Best Things about Jen Reynen
7. The Art of Time and Organization
6. How to Deal with a Napoleon Complex or Voth's Guide to Getting Along with Ethan.
5. Bob's Favorite Venereal Diseases, Fried, Boiled or Baked.
4. How to Wear Shorts without Hypothermia in January
3. Phil and Sheila's Ten Favorite Positions
2. Upsurge in piracy among the Psi-lT- s
1. Wreath Construction and Maintenance
TOP TEN PLACES TO FUCK AT KENYON
10. Athletic Fields
9. Post Office
8. Fourth Floor Gallery-Mat- her
7. Library Carrels
6. Peirce Tower Roof
5. Voyeur Office
4. Great Hall
3. Chapel of the Holy Spirit
2. Bolton stage
1
. Play castle in the Bookstore
TOP 10 THINGS YOU MUST DO BEFORE GRADUATION
10. Anything and Everything (during Senior Week)
9. Drink at the VI
8. Walk to Dee's
7. Moon light trestle-jumpin- g in the nude
6. ARA food tray luge
5. Grow a little
4. Deliver a pizza to Cromwell Cottage
3. Complete a checklist of the "Top Ten places to fuck at Kenyon"
2. Tell "Monopoly Mike" to fuck-of- f
1
. Stay over night in the bookstore
In case you missed it the first time, which come to
think of it, you all did, there will be a repeat
performance of Kenyon's newest artistic craze --
Abstract Art In Action: Variations on Pink and
Blue
Where: the hallowed ground south of Beta Theta Pi division in which the sacred
B6n "rock" is embedded.
The Players: Four fun-lovi- ng senior girls, an outwitted pledge class, and one
paranoid, bureaucracy-coving- , president.
When: Wednesday nights at 3:00 a.m.until the termination of the school year, and
nightly during Senior Week
Sponsored by: Security, because they thought it was so damn funny the first time.
What day is it?
Register Early!: Supplements
to 1992-199- 3 Course Catalogue
INTHSOCY79: Wealth and Power U CLAS34: Dead Sea Drawings
In this sequel to theever-popul- ar Wealth
jid Power, the sociology department has
jeed to Professor Macionis' request to
je himself as the textbook. Ranging from
is early childhood to the six-pl- us homes he
sw owns, Macionis rise trom simple
,jper-cla- ss to ridiculous upper-clas-s will
e traced with sensitivity, creativity, and
,jnity. Labs included will be a ride in his
.'iguar, Rolls, and the 'Vette, various trips
a the bank to set up trust funds for his child,
jd the everpopular Macionis picnic, where
iC his students get to tour his house, kiss his
lis, and get a B.
ARHS40: Phallic Symbols of the World
This sophomore-leve- l course will raise
Je student's knowledge in the erection of
ie world's largest and most powerful phallic
buildings. Elevated masses such as
Washington's Monument and the Eiffel
Tower will foster the student's growth in the
liture of these buildings. Rousing field
lips to area buildings include Kenyon's
own Caples Residence and Mount Vernon 's
War Monument. Permission of instructor
rectumended.
BIOL 69: Nature of the Orgasm
With the obvious fact that the multiple
orgasm is a female-dominate- d event, Dr.
Edwards plans to crush all male hope
hatsoever in achieving any pleasure in the
sexual realm. From leaving men high and
iry in class to denying them "special" lab
time, the orgasm will be demystified from a
male-fema- le perspective to, "Sorry, Billy, I
an do this on my own."
Prerequisite: Bio 4 andor genitals.
CHEM 16: ARA London Broil --
Molecular Breakdown
From dissection to the historical study
of his hearty piece of meat, this class plans
lo investigate and identify the myriad of
elements which comprises one of ARA's
most irregular treats - and speaking of
irregular, all in class will, once a semester,
be offered pain in one of the following
formats: cramps, constipation, intestinal
bloating, gout, or the runs.
This course will bring to light the
recently disovered charcoal sketches
Socrates made during his later years.
Drawings range from activities in and out of
school.duringandafterclass. Textsinclude
Socrates' own "Punishments for the Naughty
Boy,"Plato's"Discipline,"andThucydides'
"Weekend at Xenophon's."
Prerequiste: A true love ofanything French,
especially crepes suzettes.
ECON 16: Jack and the Bookstore
$26.00 for shorts? $13.00 for
underwear? $10.00 for a shot glass? Where
are we, the Cove? No, silly, the Bookstore!
In this contemporary retelling of the classic
Grimm fairy tale, our own roly-pol- y
Finefrock will be cast in the role of the "Jolly
Greedy Giant," as middle class Kenyon
students who don't live on daddy's credit
card are thrown off Jack's large beanstalk.
Comparitive analysis will be drawn between
Jack's Bookstore, the "Wait-50-minutes-for-a-sandwi- ch"
Deli, and Pirate Mike's
Cove, the latter depending if Jackie is free
from her class, "How to be Rude and still get
Tips."
Prerequisite: anger.
HIST 99: Ha! Ha! Our comps are cool!
This upper class course consists of
seniors sitting in the Cove, laughing at all
the Bio and Psych majors who come in
crying about their comps. That's it.
IPHS: We know Everything and you
Don't.
Team taught by Professors Schubel,
Clor, Lentz, and Evans, this one's a real
zinger. Automatic C for registering; once a
student raises hisher hand, heshe is
automatically lowered to a D, and if any
papers are dare turned in, these teachers will
deem that action as a move to question their
intelligence and will just plain fail the shit
out of you. any complaints? See God.
Prerequisite: There's no way you'r qualified
PHIL 97: Why?
Senior Seminar. Ask them.
Woosley Receives CIA Service Award
Kenyon College's office of Security
ind Safety received the best news of the year
ibis past week: Assistant Head of Security
Thomas Woosley had been awarded the
nations highest honor for detective work,
the CIA's Distinguished Service Award.
'Well, um, I'm overwhelmed," said
Woosely from his hallway office in the
basement of Stephens Hall. "I'm greatly
bonored, and I'm sure everybody's really
happy for me, too. They know I've got a
self-confide-
nce problem, and this'll really
kip." Woosley's award stems from his
ork on a loud noise that was heard near the
Bexely Apartments last month.
"You see, " Woosley said, 'Tommy
(Tom Davidson, head of Security and Safety)
as busy with that great phone system of his
tod Sherrif Bob was busy buying lumber
tod gettin' ready for those Friday night,
meetings he has there on Lower Gambier
Road, and I was basically left in charge.
etimeduringthenight,Idon'tremember
hen, we got a phone call. I jumped up,
spilling coffee all over myself, and answered
he phone. We don't get many calls here,
you know."
Woosely proceeded to collect
information from the caller. It appears a
loud noise was heard by some really uptight
person near the Bexely's. Woosely
immediately reponded. Taking Butch, Deb,
and Darryl, the two officers that actually
contribute to the betterment of Kenyon, off
the scene, Woosley flew over to the Bexely
Apartments. Then.aftersendingforbackup
from the state highway patrol and the state's
national guard, Woosley cautiously sniffed
the air: "Gunshot"
"It had to be, I just know it," replied
Woosley. "I'm blessed with a great nose,
and I can smell trouble a mile off. I knew
this wasn't no firecracker or car backfire,
cause the air smelled kinda weird." Woosley
then throughly searched the area, finding
sticks, leaves, empty beer cans, flip tabs
from the seventies, and a few discarded
party invites. No bullet shells were found,
but Woosley remained stedfast in his
calculations.
After filling numerous reports, Woosley
went home for the evening, and, daunted by
the horror ofhearing loud noises on a college
campus, didn't really get a good night's
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The Village Inn Complete with newpitcher prices of
only $6.50!
New Hours: Common Hour Happy Hour
11:10 a.m. --11- :30 a.m.
(President's Open Hour-- No Appt. Needed)
Wednesday Night
9:00 p.m. 9:05 p.m.
Lynn's Back!!
KENYON INDEX
!. Number of bars currently licensed to serve alcohol in Gambier 114
2. Number of Collegian Circulation Managers: 22
3. Number of "dedicated" Observer editors-in-chi- ef still attending Kenyon: 0
4. Number of Kenyon Journals published this yean --4
5. Number of students who begged to be 92 Reveille editor Ed
6. Number of students who got stoned with Ginsberg: 200
7. Number of Jewish professors leaving College: all
8. Number of people who knew about Spring Riot 4
9. Number of letters Bob Calco wrote to Collegian: 15
10. Number of Bob Calco's letters that were worth printing: 0
11. Number of Psi Us without hats: 3 1 (sorry, Ryan)
12. Number of times VAX went down this year 428
13. Average number of e-m- ail messages received per day: 22
14. Average number of important e-m- ail messages received per day: 2
15. Number of senior girls who wear cowboy boots: 180
16. Number of Kenyon Students who wear Birkenstocks or Tevas: 1300
17. Number of members of class of '92 entering with Financial Aid: 236
18. Number of members of class of '92 still receiving Financial Aid: 6
19. Average height of men's rugby team: 5' 6"
20. Average height of women's rugby team: 5' 6"
21. Average height of men's rugby team without Bob and Ethan: 6' 0"
22. Percentage of copies made at the bookstore that are actually paid for: 4
23. Number of times voice mail installed: 2
24. Ratio of Freshmen to Seniors at an average fraternity party: 6 to 1
25. Percentage of male students at Kenyon who are jealous of the Kokes: 84
GRAND OPENING!
CORRIGAN
PLAZA
Opening Day Festiv'rties-- -
Free key chains for first four customers
Free Coke
Can-a-bier- 's Second Location (by popular demand)
Bring this ad and high school ID,
receive case of American for just $ 141!
20 New Stores
Weathervane nlatest pirate fashions
Cove's Collection Records-alwa- ys in stock Jimmy Buffett. Blues
Brothers, Black Crowes, plus your fave Cove employees newest hits
Wenches Dance Palace, with real view of the sea
All night-gir-ls, girls, girls! Featuring your favorite Deli women!
sleep Afterdaysoffurtherresearch.hours words of C.I.A. assistiant director Robert
of dectetive work, Woosely still had found Woods, "He get's a D for detective work,
no real evidence. but an A for effort" Woosley plans to split
Yet last week the C.I.A. presented the award, a $5.00 McDonald s gift
Woosley with their highestaward, for, in the certificate, with his dog, Saftey.
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SPORTS AND
NCAA Busts Lords Soccer Frogram for Recruiting Scamll
1VAJ i.ttj t: - i, it:. 1 .1"Associated Press
Yesterday, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association levied the harshest
penalty in Division III history as it banned
, Kenyon's Mens soccer program from
competing for two years. The so called
"Death Penalty" was issued afterasix month
investigation, concentrating on the
recruitment of three key players and their
actions while on campus and the Lord's
recent ascension to prominence.
The allegations, released in a four
hundred and thirty one page report yesterday,
specifically cite former assistant coach
"Mercilless" Randy Mercer's recruitment
of Senior Kevin Mills, Junior Mike Donovan,
and Sophomore Neil Ivey. The reports
showed that Mercer provided Donovan
with a brand new van. The van, which is
known as the "love-mobile- ", was equipped
with three kinds of lighting, one for each of
his girlfriends. Ivey , known by many as one
of the laziest men on campus, received
personal excuses from Mercer to miss class.
Ivey, on Mercer's instructions, told his
Political Science instructor Professor
Goldberg that he broke his nose for one
excuse. Then, after missing the next class,
he told Goldberg that he tripped and landed
on his nose, thus needing an inspection from
Dr. Schermer. Mills, who was recruited
from England, demanded from Mercer that
he receive weekly shipments of his favorite
bathing soap and massage oil, called The
Lovely Lads. As Lovely Lads soaps and oils
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can only be ordered via direct phone contact
to the factory in England, Mercer was on the
phone a lot.
When questioned at the press
conference, current head coach Mike Pilger
denied all charges.
"Look at me, I drive a piddling little red
rice rocket Do you think I could afford a
van with three light styles. I've only got
two, off and dim.", Pilger retorted.
As to the toiletry charges, Pilger
responded'Soaps and oils? Oils and soaps?
Maybe that's against the law in Russia, but
... I never knew anything about it, nothing.
That rascally, jood for nothing Mercer,
of Peirce Hall
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grrrrr.
On the charges against Sophomore Neil
Ivey Pilger responded, "Are you kidding
me? The kid went to six sociology classes
last year and still got a B- -. Besides, he's not
that important."
Pilger went on to express his feelings
for the NCAA's investigation,"! tell you,
they (the NCAA) are worse than the IRS , the
KGB, and the commission on student life all
rolled into one. I mean there's no regulation
on them. And they are their own judge and
jury. I am a personal friend of Jerry
Tarkanien's and I'm gonna fight this all the
way. He s got a tew tricks he can teach me,
Dining Etiquette (by Table
A) WY
1) Males only, unless you're a
girlfriend
2) Baseball cap required (no
dip cups at the table)
B) AKE
1) Absolutely no women
allowed
2) Women may smile
coyly from adjacent tables
3) Women allowed no other
forms of communication with
table occupants
C) Penalty Box (AKE)
1 ) For those AKEs who dare to
speak to members of the opposite
sex during meals
2) 2 minutes for
speaking to
women
3) 5 minutes for
physical
contact with a
woman
D) AAI
1) Only khakis allowed
2) Observer staff
3) Pat Jones, Bert & Dave are
exempt from 2
.
E) B-- 2
1) B-- 2 & fellows only
2) Sometimes DJ.
F) OKI
1) Open seating
2) Sensitivity
3) Extensive Computer
Knowledge
G) Sophomore Girls
1) Wannabe Psi--U girlfriends
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and if I don't win now, I can make last
least until my kids have graduated."
After Pilger's tirade, he left th
conference room in a cloud of disgust an
the chief investigator of the case, Dick Herb
took over.
"First of all, I'd like to say that in all m
years of investigating I have never seen -
program run in this fashion. Not only wet
the players given special considerations, bi
we have reason to believe that several player
were also using anabolic steroids under th,.
guidance of the coaching staff. Althoug
we can't prove it yet, a secondar
investigation will look into the matter.
Athletic director Bob Bunnell wa
disturbed when he heard the news. "If the
had only kept a low profile and not won s
many games, I think this whole thing wou!:
never have happened in the first place."
When asked about the mood on campu;
Junior Gordy "240" Walker said,'They ha;
it coming. Everybody knew they wer
getting perks. Are you joking?! 19-0-1- ?! L
they had remained in mediocrity like the k
team and the rest of Kenyon's sports, nor.
of this would have happened. Pppppbbbb:
Bacon-roni!-
"
Former assistant coach "Merciless
Randy Mercer was unavailable for commen:
He is currently the head lacrosse coach at ;!
small Pennsylvania school that shall remai:
nameless. However, his secretary reporte
that coach Mercer had left unexpectedly fc
South America to visit his ailing secon:
cousin, twice removed,
2) Pre-requis- ite for A.I., above.
H) 0AK
1) Members of the Avon Lad;
fraternity
2) Some of the coy smilers (see B.2.
above)
3) Beware the mistress of the table
(Mrs. B0II)
I) Third row
1) Open seating (make sure you face
the center aisle so you don't miss any
of the action)
J) ATA
1) Delt belt required
2) Saggy-as- s jeans or khakis required
3) Stealth (who the hell are they
anyhow?)
K) Swimmers
1) Shaved head required
2) 3.5 GPA required
3) Otherwise known as the Phi Beta
Kappa club
4) Just add water-bu- tts will tighten
L)Ad
1) Must have seen Debbie Does
Dallas
2) John Roman wannabes
M) Basketball Boys
1) Home boy wannabes
2) Max. height 5'ir, visible scalp
necessary
N) Ben
1 ) No necks permitted
2) 200 lbs. min. weight
3) Rock worshippers only
4) Ignore the 1 entree at a time rule
5) Must be willing to scream "Last
call!";
What day is it? page seven SPOTES
Jeanne Dixon Lets Loose on Kenyon Sports Scene
.
.
. . . .11.. ClSalman T..l-j-: I c i c i j r iBy Rushdie
Bill Jonas is currently playing on the
omen's professional tennis circuit,
.though throughout his college years he
jj maintained hopes of someday facing the
iss of Jim Courier and Boris Becker (his
'
j-hai-
red idol) on the men's tour, an elbow
jury has forced him to play on the women's
hit. He has flourished on the women's tour
,;he has already earned in excess of One
illion dollars, has won 3 tournaments and
i currently seeded third in the women's
jaw at Wimbledon behind Monica Seles
jd Martina Navritalova, who for all you
crested gossipers, Jonas asked out on a
;jte. (Miss Navritalova respectively
iclined, claiming she was involved in a
irious relationship with another woman)
Kevin Mills is currently playing
tofessional futbol for Juventos, a club in
ie Italian first division. Believe it or not,
Mt the eternal loverboy Mills gave up
basing women and is considering celibacy
j order to devote more time to his first love
soccer. Mills, who is making 225,000 lire
year, is hoping to return to the states as a
nember ofEngland' s side in the 1 994 World
'up.
All-Americ- an Tight End Sean McCabe
is presently employed as an aerobics
jistruc tor in White Plains, NY working with
roubled youths. On the weekends he enjoys
pottery and under-wat- er basket weaving.
Alien asked what he misses most about life
xi the Hill, McCabe replied, "I miss the
amaraderie of a community based on the
jdvancement of intelligentsia."
Jeff Pfriem has given up a promising
SUA basketball career with the Detroit
Pistons to take reading and writing classes at
Trinity Valley Community College. The
lasses seem to be going well for Pfriem,
ho reported to the Voyeur, "I have learned
ALOT about how to stress important points
ind to write a well written and well
researched postcard."
Sophomore Dave Griffin, who once
stated, "I'm too sexy for my golf clubs," has
ieft school two years early to pursue a more
sexually appealing career in weight-liftin-g.
Mary Sullivan, a former prop for the
Ladies Rugby squad is currently roping cattle
on the Montana plains. When asked how
she got involved with her new profession
she answered," I was recruited. With my
knowledge of the Russian culture and ability
to secure a boyfriend for long periods of
time, I was a natural for the position. Plus ,
I got a personal recommendation from
Professor Joseph Klesner." Sullivan added
that on the side she teaches rugby to the local
children.
Bill "Boog" Powell is flourishing in the
LILL (the Long Island Lacrosse League)
with the Southampton Bagels. Boog is
grossing more than $800 dollars a year and
is leading the league in penalty minutes.
This season alone , he terminated the careers
of 3 players. As Powell stated, "Lacrosse is
a simple game, the ball is either in or out."
Jen Reynen, former women's Soccer
Captain is being promoted directly to the
position ofCEO ofa new insurance company.
Reynen is ecstatic because she claims,
"finally somebody recognized me as
something other than 'Boog's Girlfriend.'
I'm sick of it. Now look, I'm more successful
than he is. What the hell is the LILL
anyway?"
Bob Voth, former Rugby Captain,
Wreath builder extraordinaire, and heir to
Lord Kenyon (all because of his fast talking
during that phone call back in '90) has given
up on all of his future plans. The Voyeur
found him in a remote comer of a Canadian
Igloo in a pair of Khaki shorts mourning
Reynen's graduation and promotion. "Now
that she's such a big shot shell really ignore
lowly me. All I ever wanted was the chance
to kiss her. I thought I was afraid of Bill
before, but now he'll really keep her from
me. I guess I'll have to devote myself to
hitting on and offending the rest of the
Herman House. I know they'll all hook up
with me during Senior week because I told
them that I would lay the plumbing in their
new homes after graduation. Sorry Jen, you
made me wait too long."
Erica Wolff, another of the Women's
Soccer Captain's has taken up playing
"Killer" professionally. She and Rugby
player Jen Bartlett will be starring on TV's
American Gladiators donned in purple
spandex with matching glow-i- n the-dar- k
water pistols. After their guest appearance
as Gladiators the two will team up and
becomeprofessional hit people in Brooklyn-tryin- g
to catch the rest of the Gotti Crime
family.
Jay Taylor, a hard hitting defensive
player during his storied career at Kenyon,
is currently the starting wide-receiv- er for
the Ohio Glory in the World Football League.
Snorts Staff Bolts From the Tower
Sports Staff
Thursday. The Voyeur's sports
lepartment declared itself autonomous from
!he rest of the newspaper. It will continue to
be published in the same format, but the
Sports editor will no longer be responsible to
ihe editor-in-chi- ef or the managing editors.
The bloodless coup was said to be a result of
long standing animosity between the Sports
lepartment and the rest of the paper.
'I'm orettv disappointed with them
bailing out," said new Managing editor Am y
Kover," I mean who are we going to pick on
the editorial meetings?"
Out going editor-in-chi- ef Tamar Gargle
"as not auite as crushed. She hummed, "I
could see it coming. Ever since that Thelma
"ndLouise comment, the Sports department
lias been treadinz on thin ice."
Sports editor Ryan Helft was the
instigator behind the revolution. "I couldn't
stand the crap that Leder (former editor
Scott Leder) was putting up with. I mean
had no mercy, always insulting him
behind his back and making DKE jokes.
Furthermore, I happen to think that The
Observer is a fine publication that should be
strongly supported. It'sbad enough they put
is on the sixth and seventh page. I demanded
"lore respect and they just wouldn't put up.
so I told them to shut up."
When reminded that the new scenario
provided for very few of the previous request,
Helft responded, "Yeah, but now I won't
have to back up Kover trying to kick the
Kenyon Christian Fellowship off campus
for being too exclusive. Plus the tower does
NOT smell good when all those damn
liberals are up there debating the pros and
cons of finals week library hours."
What kind of effects will this have on
The Voyeur's sports minded readers? Not
much. However, from here forthwith, the
sports department will be as unpolitically
correct as possible, will be done before any
of the other goddamn departments, and will
actually carry a little weight around campus.
Plus they'll never have to cover women's
sports, nationally ranked teams like Tennis,
or track.
When told about the new format, former
Sports editorChrisMunstersaid, "The Kid's
got balls. It's about time somebody put
down those pompous assholes. By the way,
Bonehead's sister is HOT."
Not all from the now depleted paper are
upset with the change. New editor-in-chi- ef
Dave Allan says he will miss having one of
the guys around. And Kelley Ragland said
that she will miss Ryan's quiet'charm and
sense of humor.
Taylor's first season in the WFL has been a
smashing success. He has already caught 52
passes (in just four games) and is averaging
43.8 yards a catch.
Adam Feldman, who according to his
own resume was Varsity Soccer's "Invisible
Power House" is now working as an appraiser
of fine art at Southeby's in New York. The
job market in the fine arts is a really tough
one to succeed in right now but Feldman
was not surprised at his success during the
recession. He commented -- "Hey, you know
Donovan and Mills never appreciated me
enough out there on the Soccer field, they
got all of Leder's "kudos', but not me, just
because they couldn't see me. I was the
Lord's secret weapon the whole season. At
least Southeby's could see some of my
invisible talent in art history. All I had to do
was show them some of my ARHS 41-4- 2
exams and they hired me right away."
And last but not least, the class of 1992
valedictorian , Mark Vacha, qualified for the
Olympic marathon after finishing first in the
Columbus, Ohio Marathon. But the level
headed Vacha will skip the Olympics to
coach the Kenyon cross-count- ry team, a job
that will be pay him $2,000 a year.
Kudos to all the former Kenyon Athletic
studs.
Track: The One and Only Article
ByStanDard
To begin with, the men's track team
would like to make it clear that we all like
Aaron Derry too, but we wish he would keep
his hands off people's butts. With that said
and done, we would like to look optimistically
ahead, not back, on our miserable season.
Congratulations to Gregory J. Melville,
first for making it through three years of
Kenyon track without pushing Iron Mike
'Loose Cannon' Marshall over the edge.
Also, NCAA records show one more year of
eligibility which will be used at Penn State.
Kiss the cook, Greg!
Steve Kubinski has been invited to
participate in the World Lifeguard
Championships held on Lake Superior but
declined due to previous engagements.
"It sounded extremely enticing but
unfortunately my itinerary for the calendar
year had already been structured before I
received said solicitation," pontificated
Kibber.
Marlboro is proud to announce the hiring
of William Fraunfelder as corporate athletic
spokesperson.
"You'd be surprised what a burst a little
tar can give you in a sprinting event,"
remarked Bill. ,
Along the same lines, Kristina Baker is
a newly hired and proud spokesperson for
Ponderosa Restaurants. Baker is responsible
for strongly persuading individuals searching
for prospective eating establishments to
choose Ponderosa.
William Kaericher will spend the
summer checking McPherson struts in a
Ford Motor Co. Plant near Detroit
Heather Craig, meanwhile, will spend
the summer in Gambier learning how to
smoke a pipe with that guy on the bench.
The whereabouts of Shane MacNally
are presently unknown following a Knox
County APB for suspicion oferrant javelins.
Both teams regret announcing that
Scooter has failed two classes, one of them
golf, and will return next fall for cross
country.
Charles Huh: med school.
John Day reports that he will gladly
skip Senior Week in order to begin his new
job at Sea World.
"I like fish," says John.
Mark Vacha, however, can't wait for an
all-o- ut week ofdebauchery and drunkenness.
"I don't want to sin, really, I just want
the opportunity to do so," commented Rock-a-M- y
enthusiastically. (We didn't make mat
up!)
And how 'bout some month by month
highlights?
January: Snow.
February: Coach Johnson joins the team for
a naked 200, breaking the 127 year old
record of Rutherford B. Hayes.
March: The team discovers they have and
have had a pole vaulter named Mike Vezza.
It seems one day he stayed late because he
heard there might be a coach stopping by for
a visit.
April: Melville snaps after a P.F. Kluge
class and goes around hugging everyone
saying he loves them.
May: Rat passes out stogies after a successful
season.
Continuing the look ahead, the
graduating seniors regret the news of the
track budget cuts but hope the new bullpen
helicopter is worth it Finally, the seniors
would like to wish next year's track team , all
six of them, good luck.
Leder Snags Distinction Through Sex Scandals
Sports Editor Scott Leder left the Hill in
humiliation this morning. Leder was accused
ofscamming distinction on his History comps
by sleeping with half the department.
The entire History department is
shocked with the news of this scandal.
According to department head Peter Rutkoff.
"I don't know how he did it. I must say
thatl am extremely impressed. I mean...even
Ellen! Wow! Good going Leder! "
The accused Casenova Leder claims
that he is humiliated by this incident
However he does not deny the allegations.
As he takes a drag from his cigarette
and wipes the lipstick off of his cheek, the
Stud tells all.
"All I had to do was drive up in my lush
Audi...yaknow...real leather...A few dinners
at the Alcove and distinction was just a kiss
away."
Leder does not know what he will do
without a Kenyon degree. However he has
just purchased a flat in Exeter, England.
Why did this young playboy choose the
heath of England? "I don't know. I have
some connections there."
Who Ever Said Jocks Were Dumb?
"The Cleveland Indians are the most underrated team in baseball."
--Ryan "Big Mac" McNulty
"LOOK OUT, NOONAN! ! " --Tom Herbst at the Denison rugby game. r
"Kline, get rid of your smoke before you step on the field."
--Head Coach Jim Meyer
"Fishing is the athletic man's chess." - Gordy "240" Walker
"Bud, you gotta foul 23 'cause he's 1- -9 from the line tonight What's that 50
percent?" --Coach Bill Brown, Hiram game
on
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Student Government
Stupid Council 25
April 30, 1992
Member Present (NOT!): PARSONS, MARYI, MACLAME, MILLERTIME, COPPER, FAKER,
Undersome, Tennis, Heckleman, Gambling, Parrot, Cheating, Queen, Bro, McCarpet, George,
Oversome, Pilgrimage, Liar, Amnesia, Silence, Sorich, Willy, Woody, Withered.
Guests: Bart - what's his name?
Meeting began on time.
Minutes from the previous meeting were trashed.
Old Business
-- Ms. Parson asked for help with the Anderson Cup elections. She has been too busy
lately with other obligations with the Thetas and as an R.A. Ms. Merrill, Ms. Cooper, Ms. Miller
and Mr. Baker each volunteered to run the elections.
-- Ms. Cooper has received another bill from the maintenance department citing student
damage to the grass on the rugby fields last week. It will be costing Council $142.78 to repair
the grass. Students are reminded that this money will have to come out of the student activities
fee or 409 account, once money from the 607 account is transferred to the 1721 account which
was previously the 5580 account.
--The results of the security and safety poll show that only 35 of Kenyon students lock
their doors at night. However, when in the presence of a member of the opposite sex, 98 lock
their doors at night. Council motioned for co-e- d housing, strictly as a safety precaution.
-- Ms. Merrill attended a big MAAC meeting where many different community members
discussed ARA issues.
-- President Jordan has announced that because of pressure from students, the tuition
will not be going up 9 next year.
-- President Jordan has also announced that the student activities fee will be slightly
more expensive next year at $2,126.00 per student. (Har, har, har. You're a Kenyon student
and so are you and you are too. You're all Kenyon students! Har, har, har.)
New Business
--The Mather RAC has been awarded Residential Area Council of the year. Unfortunately,
no one was present to accept the award.
-- Ms. Merrill finally unveiled her secret agenda concerning Multicultural Affairs.
Under her plan, M3 envisions a campus where people of both genders and different ethnicities,
greek and independent alike, will live in peace and harmony. Council vetoed the plan.
-- Freshman Council members informed Council that they have kidnapped Ms. Grube and
have sent her far away. When approached, Ms. Grube asked them, "Are you having a bad day?"
and attempted to give them hugs.
--The Senate has just announced that from now on they will be meeting yearly.
--The Office of the Chaplain will be sponsoring a sexual awareness program entitled,
"Into the Sheets"
-- ARA has announced that cow rides and a lard toss will all be incorporated into this years
M.I.L.K. week.
-- Greek Council will be throwing a "Shock Your Brother" party in the KC this Saturday.
Greeks are asked to dress up as individuals.
-- Members of the Kenyon ARA have locked Pierce Hall and refuse to turn in their keys.
The administration has decided to turn Herman House into a new dining hall, similar to Gund in
concept, and ask that we stop asking questions because we are not ARA workers and can not
understand their oppression.
-- "On the go and under stress, without a bike I'm just a mess!" Vehicular theft will be
the theme surrounding this Thursday's "Take Back the Bike" march. Students will march down
the Kokosing Gap Trail Bike Path, outlining their beloved bikes in chalk as they go.
-- Mr. Lustig, a guest, informed Council that Common Sense will be sponsoring the only
Presidential candidate to speak at Kenyon this year. Miss Piggy, author, actress and expensive
lecturer will speak at Rosse Hall this Wednesday at 8:00p.m. She is best known for her seven
year stint on "The Muppet Show." Ms. Pig is the first female puppet to appear on the ballot in
all 50 states.
-- Ms Miller announced that a discussion group will be held this Tuesday entitled " Six
months after the week after the day before Naomi Wolfe."
Vacuum Report
-- Mr. Pilgrim informed Council that a garage has been constructed behind Manning to
house the Manning Vacuum Cleaner.
-- A 24-ho- ur Vacuum hotline has been established for student use. PBX DIRT.
-- The vacuum will be rented to students pending identification with a student I.D. and U.S.
passport or birth certificate.
-- A fee of 25 cents per vacuumed yard has been established to help pay for the upkeep of
the vacuum.
-- Violators of Manning regulations will be taken into custody.
Topic for Discussion
Council continued their discussions concerning constitutional revisions. Ms. Cooper
presented Council with a ten page proposal from the Business and Finance Committee outlining
revisions. Mr. McCarthy disagreed with the proposal, stating that it gave to much power to the
Business and Finance Committee. Ms. Cooper responded. Ms. Woodard apologized for referring
to another Council member as bitchy. Ms. Parson asked them to quiet down as Mr. McNulty was
sleeping. Ms. Dennis suggested that Council consider reorganizing similar to Freshman Council
where the Vice President also acts as the President, Secretary, and Treasurer. Ms. Miller
suggested we talk about grapenuts. Ms. Keating wanted to talk about Pornography. Ms. MacLane
wanted to talk about Mr. Donovan.
A motion was made and there were many abstentions. Council probably didn't have a
quorum, so they revoted. The vote showed that the majority of Council did not know what a
quorum was. The motion was seconded and tabled. It finally passed with a majority opposed to
the motion which was a come-over-here-type-gestu- re. After the vote, Ms. King had a few more
things to say.
The meeting ended at 6:37. The next meeting will be held Sunday at 6:30p.m. in Hell. The topic
for discussion at the next meeting, which was to be Student Apathy, has been postponed
indefinitely.
Reluctantly submitted,
Finally
oven"
Philander
-- Mr. Thomas, who has not spoken a word all year, had something to say. "Thank God it's
